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PREPARATION 

I wanted to direct a show in Ball State's Studio Theatre because I 

love theatre, I love directing, and I thought this experience would get 

m, feet wet and help me to test myself to see if I could handle the 

responsi bUi ty of directing. 

My past experience in directing had not been really lengthy. I'd 

taken the directing class, two acting classes, readers theatre and oral 

interpreta. tion. I had worked on theatre productions many years, both in 

educational and. co_un! ty theatre. I've been "hooked" from the beg1 nn1 ng 

and have always looked at productions analytica.lly. Along these lines, I 

have also been a reviewer for the Ball State Daily News and Weekend magazine 

for four years. I've won three ICPA (Indiana Collegiate Press Association) 

awards for my review1ng--two for plays and one for a film review. When I 

review, I become familiar with the stories, background, etc. t so I can be 

better qualified to analyze the productions publicly. I analyze whenever 

I go to the theatre, and. I think that carries over into my directing. 

Being more involved in the acting ~ of theatre, I knew I would 

have to become more familiar'wi th the technical aspects before I directed. 

So I took classes in the areas of set construction, makeup, costume design 

and lighting design. I also worked on crews in these areas for several Ball 

State productions to become better acquainted with their practical uses. 

By Winter Quarter 1982-8:3, when I took directing class, I was sure 

I wanted to direct, but I didn't know which play to do. My first thought 

was Picnic by William Inge. I did a scene from that for directing class 

and it went well. But, it had been done in Studio Theatre four or five year!!) 
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before, and a couple of professors told me it was taboo to do a play that 

had just been done. Plus, the actress who was best in my scene, Joyce 

O'Connor, was graduating and could not play Rosemary. 

So my search continued. When I bad time away from classes, theatre 

productions, and my job (I was editor of Weekend. magazine), I went to 

Bracken Library, and read plays. During the two weeks before we had. to make 
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a final decision, I read at least twenty full plays and hundreds of synopses. 

I made lists of my favorites and why I liked. them. 

Some of the plays were good because of their comedy, and some were 

interesting because of their social and political commentaries, especially 

Sticks and Bones. 

As an audience member, I love Neil Simo.n, so I read several of his 

plays and decided if I had. to pick one to direct, it would be Barefoot 

in the Park, so Barefoot went on my ":rAS" list. 

I love Tennessee Williams and thought I would really like to do 

something of his. Cat .2!! !. Hot Tin ~ and Small Craft Warnings were done 

the previous year, and ! Streetcar Named Desire was being done that season. 

The Glass Menagerie was done to dea..th in acting classes, so I didn't really 

want to do it either. I made a list of his .. second. group" of famous plays-

Summer and Smoke,. Night of the Iguana, Sweet Bird of Youth. When I went to 

the shelves of Williams' work, I also checked out Suddenly Last Summer, 

which I had remembered as a wonderful, macabre movie. So these were added 

to my list. 

Picnic was still definitely on, and since I was impressed with Inge' s 

work, I also read. and included. ~ Back Little Sheba. Bus Stop had been 

done the year before. 

Plays quickly went on and. off the lists, including Oh Dad, Poor Dad, 

Momma's ~ You in the Closet and I'm Feelin' So Sad, which was too bizarre 



for my first outing as a director. I also read Auntie Mame, because I 

loved the Roslland Russell movie, but I couldn't think of who in the 

theatre department could play Mame, and when you don't have a Mame, why 

consider Auntie Mame? Another finalist was The Count;:Y Girl. It's a great 

play and I did a scene from it in directing class. 

I finally got the list to under a dozen, the front runners being 

Picnic, Come Back Little Sheba, Barefoot in the Park, Sticks and Bones, and. 

Suddenly Last Summer, which I read and. loved immed1a tely. 

J 

I picked up the appllca tions the selection committee had. provided for 

potential Studio Theatre directors. The foms required that prospective 

directors choose three plays and rank them in order of preference. After 

much deliberation and re-reading, I chose three, with no order yet: Barefoot 

in the Park, Picnic ~ Suddenly Last Summer. 

To help lIle make my final decision, I answered questions on the infor

mation sheet for Studio Theatre: 

1. Is the play worth doing? Is it available for production? I think 

all three plays were worth doing, especially since Studio Theatre is known 

as a place to try anything, and. all three were available. 

2. Has the play been produced in BSU Theatre, Studio Theatre, or 

Muncie Civic Theatre within the past four years? Picnic had. been done five 

years before, so that was not in its favor, and. Barefoot in the Park is 

done so often, that it suffered in this category, too. 

J. Does the play conflict with announced Mainstage production schedule 

or plays already des1gna. ted for Studio Theatre production in an earlier slot? 

Nothing by Simon, Inge, or Williams was planned for the season, and. I think 

any of the three would have fit in with the season. 
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4. Are royalty charges reasonable? Is there a possibility of reduced 

rOyalty? None of the royalties were outrageous, and I figured we could get 

the best deal with Suddenly Last Summer since it was a one-act and was not 

perfonned often. 

5. Are scrip;.costs reasonable? Number of scripts required for cast 

and crew? No problems here, since all are relatively small-cast plays. 
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6. Are cast requirements likely to coincide with talent available? The 

biggest problem with all three would be the older characters, since we would 

be dealing with students in their teens and twenties. Picnic has several 

older women and a.n older man. Barefoot in ~ Park has basically one of each. 

Suddenly Last Summer has not only Mrs. Holly but also the major role of 

Violet Venable. We had several capable actors in the department who could 

do the roles, rut several were graduating. I knew, however, that we still 

had some in the department who could do the roles. 

7. Are technical requirements likely to coincide with talent available? 

I knew we had very good people in the department and if I asked them early 

enouch, I could get them. As it turned out, I did get some of the best. 

8. Are production requirements of costuming, set and hand properties, 

lighting and make-up unusual? There was nothing unusual about Barefoot in the 

Park or Picnic, and there was plenty unusual about Suddenly Last Summer, 

including the possibilities of a carnivorous garden and a venomous Violet 

Venable. But it was these peculiarities like this that were drawing me to 

Suddenly. 

9. Are you willing and able to accept the responsibility and demand 

of meeting ALL production deadlines? Will you work within your alloted budget? 

Yes. 

Most of the questions from the sheet were technical in nature, and I 

also asked myself more philosophical questions like, ''Which would be the 
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biggest cha.llenge?·· I figured I could do Barefoot in the Park in a minute, 

so I didn't see it as a challenge. Picnic had a message and plenty of 

interesting characters, but I think I would do a pretty conventional pro

duction. Suddenly Last Summer had so much to be interpreted, and. there 

was so much I had to learn about it. It won hands down in this department. 

The "challenge'· question led into the question of which play I would 

want to devote several months of my life to. I might enjoy but would 

tire intellectually of Barefoot in the Park. I didn't feel one way or 

the other about Picnic. And the prospect of searching for the heart of 

and. coming up with staging possibilities for Suddenly Last Summer fascin

ated me. Another win for Tennessee Will iams. 

Finally, I asked myself what my ~t feeling" was. Was there a play 

that said "direct me"? There was, and. I sort of knew it all along -

Suddenly Last Summer. 

In order .to direct, a student had to make a presenta. tion before the 

Studio Theatre Director Selection Committee, which was comprised of two 

professors and two students. We needed to speak about budget, staging 
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plans, cast requirements, and appropriateness for Studio Theatre. I went 

before the committee with my proposals for the production and asked .for the 

Feb. 15-18 slot in Studio Theatre. They had questions about. the difficulties 

of recreating a jungle garden for the play, and the difficulty of getting 

an actress who could play Violet Venable. But they like my ideas and I was 

selected. During the summer, I did a lot of read j cg on the play, including 

several reviews of the adg1.nal production, and Tennessee Williams' memoirs. 
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SCRIPT ANALYSIS 

So Suddenly Last Summer was the play I chose to direct, largely because 

of its complexity and the challenge it would provide. Analyzing the play 

was easy because there was so much symbolism,. but difficult because it is 

so complex. I knew the surface story was about homosexuality, canni-

balism, incest, lobotomies, etc., but I knew the play could be interpreted 

in many ways. My adviser, Dr. Judy Yomon, suggested that it was about 

the sacrificial, self-destructive nature of artists. This made Sebastian 

a pivotal chamcter, which is non-traditional, since Sebastian is dead before 

the play begins. This is the direction on which I decided, so we had. to 

create Sebastian through the eyes of the onstage characters, particularly 

Violet Venable and Catherine Holly. 

The entire play is set in the back yard of Violet Venable. During 

the exposition scene, which is at least 20 minutes, Violet takes Dr. 

Cukrowicz through her garden and onto her porch. She tells him all about 

her late son Sebastian, who died lastsummer when he was with his cousin 

Ca therlne. Violet always used to travel with her son, but he took the 

pretty Catherine last summer, after Violet had had a stroke and her beauty 

was fading • 

• The play takes place in 1937 New Orleans, and Dr. Cukrowicz is a 

specialist in the relatively new operation of the lobotomy. Violet wants 

to donate a lot of money toward his work, but will only do so if he will 

give Catherine a lobotomy to shut her up from telling the terrible story 

of what happened to Sebastian last summer. 

In the first act, we also meet Catherine, who is accompanied by a 

nun from St. Mary's, a home for mentally disturbed patients. The doctor 

has asked that Catherine be present for the interviews so he can make a 

fair decision about whether to perform. the operation. Also present are 
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Catherine's mother and. brother, Mrs. Holly and. George, who care more about 

inherl ting their portion of Sebastian' s estate than about Ca therlne' s san! ty. 

The doctor talks with Catherine alone about Se1:astian, Violet, and. 

the whole situation. She remembers Sebastian differenUy from his mother, 

who guards his memory with an almost religious fervor. Ca therine recalls 

a troubled man searching for a purpose and a god. The doctor realizes that 

Catherine has a difficult story to tell, and. he gives her a "truth drug" to 

help her remember. The rest of the characters join the two on the porch and 

Catherine tells her story of last summer -- that Sebastian saw himself as a 

sacrifice to some sort of god, that he was a homosexual who used his mother 

and. his cousin to lure men from the beaches and. that the boys from the 

beach overtook him up a hill and devoured parts of him, literally ma.king 

him a sacrifice. 

The play is full of metaphor. There is certainly a motif of canni

ba.lism throughout the play: there is a venus fly trap in Sebastian' s 

garden, Violet tells the story of how Sebastian and. she went to see baby 

sea turUes race from the beach to the sea and how most of them were devoured 

by carnivorous birds, Catherine tells of how Se1:astian used to see men as 

"i tams on a menu," being either "delicious looking" or "not delicious 

looking." 

There are several indications tha t Sebastian saw himself, as Ca therlne 

puts it, "as a. sacrifice to a. terrible sort of a god." Violet mew of his 

driving, disturbing passion for his poetry. She says, If ••• the work of a 

poet is the life of a poet." She knew that public success was not as im

portant to Sebastian as were his inner conflicts: "Sebastian had no public 

name as a poet, he didn't want one, he refused to have one. He dreaded, 

abhorred! -- false values that come from being publicly mown, from fame, 



fram personal -- exploitation. If 

If Sebastian had a figurative church of searching for God, Violet 

was his congrega. tion. When she tells the doctor the story of the sea 

turtles, she realizes that Sebastian was looking for syDlbolic answers in 

the behavior of the turtles and birds. This is evident in the following 

passage: 

MRS. VENABLE: My' son was looking for -- (Stops short: continues 

evasively --) Let's just say he was interested in sea turtles. 

DOCTOR: You started to say that your son was looking for something. 

MRS. VENABLE: (Defiantly.) All right, I started to say that my son 

was looking for God and I stopped myself because I was afraid tha. t if I 

said he was looking for God, you'd say to yourself. "Oh, a pretentious 

young crack-pot!" - which Sebastian was not. All poets look for God, 
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all good poets do, and they have to look harder for Him than priests do since 

they don't have the help of such famous guide books and well-organized 

expedi tions as priests have with their scriptures and churches. If 

An example of her devotion to her son comes when she tells the 

doctor that she stayed with Sebastian in a Buddhist monestary instead. of 

returning to her dying husband. After she tells the story, she is able to 

return quickly to talk of Sebastian, the real love of her life. 

Ca therine remembers Sebastian's philosophical searching, and 

remembers him saying statements like, "We're all of us children in a vast 

kindergarten trying to spell God's name with the wrong alphabet blocks." 

When Catherine tells of his last day, she describes his outfit 

as being all white, which can be seen by the audience as symbolic of a 

sacrifice. She says that when the boys started chasing them out of the 

restaurant, Sebastian ran up h111 instead of the easier way -- down. 

Then they took their jagged tin cans, cut and ate parts of him, and. thereby 
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made him a sacrificial lamb. 

The most complex roles in the play are Violet and Catherine. Violet 

plans to control the encounters so that Catherine will appear insane and 

Sebastian will appear wonderful. She is a fading New Orleans society 

lady who strives to appear the ultimate hostess. She recalls when 

Sebastian and she were the toasts of society and everyone adored "Sebastian 

and. Violet, Violet and Sebastian," and not "Sebastian and his mother" or 

"Mrs. Venable and her son." Sebastian was "forty maybe," so she would 

probably be in her late .50s or early 60s. She is powerful, possessive, 

rich, and manipulative of her relatives. And she hopes she can use all of 

these qualities to persuade the doctor to give Catherine the lobotomy. 

Catherine is probably in her young 20s, since she only "came out" 

a couple years before. She is pretty (Sebastian chose her to lure men), 

and she is beginning to doubt her san1 ty, since she is the only one who 

seems to believe her story about Sebastian. 

As far as line division, the first half of the play is very Violet

heavy and the second half is very Catherine-heavy. But Dr. Cukrowicz is 

responsible for a lot of the play's pace and he asks the questions that the 

audience needs answered in order to make judgments about the situations 

and characters. The audience must read. a lot through the doctor, because 

he and they must decide whom to believe. Plus, he has the extra burden of 

knowing he will only get the "Sebastian Venable Memorial Foundation" monies 

if he decides that Catherine is insane and should be given a lobotomy. 

Williams indicates that Dr. Cukrowicz is very good looking, and I 

think he reminds Violet of Sebastian. She tells him, "You would have liked 

my son, he would have been charmed by you." Also, after he tells her that 

his name means "Sugar" and. she can call him "Doctor Sugar," she often changes 

the emphasis and calls him, ''Doctor. SllgCtr." 

Mrs. Holly and George seem at first to be comic relief. but they are 
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among the most tragic of the characters. They try to "gang up" and make 

Catherine stop telling her story so they can have the money left to them 

in Sebastian's will. Mrs. Holly is middle-aged and a fluttery, Southern, 

former belle who is more concerned with her egotistical son, George, than 

with her troubled, soulful daughter Catherine. George is probably about 

18 since he's starting college, and he's wearing Sebastian's old clothes. 

He thinks Catherine should forfeit her idea of the truth because "I got 

ambitions! And, Cathie, I'm YOUNG! - I w,nt things, I need them, Cathie! 

So will you please think about ME? Us?" 

The nun from St. Mary's, Sister Felicity, ca.zes more for Catherine's 

welfare than does Catherine's family. She is strict with Catherine, but 

she w,nts to protect her from any mental or phYsical pain that may be 

inflicted on her or that she might inflict on herself. Sister Felicity's 

very presence. representing traditional morality, is a striking contrast 

to the "wicked" characters and the "taboo" si tua tions. 

The seventh character is Miss Foxhill, Violet's loyal servant. 

Violet works her like a dog and expects her to fetch and heel, but Foxhill 

and Violet are friends and have a mutual admira. tion. Miss Foxhill is very 

protective of Violet because she knows what a strain the encounters are for 

her. 

PERSONNEL 

I had to find a faculty adviser in order to apply for a directing 

slot, so I chose Dr. Judy Yordon (she prefers "Judy"), whose oral inter

preta tion class I was taking, and with whose work I was very impressed. 

She agreed, and also agreed to be the faculty adviser for my honors project. 

Judy had w,nted to direct Suddenly Last Summer sometime, so she had plenty 
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of insight from the beginning. 

Before I applied for the directing slot, I had some of my production 

personnel selected. Ray Chambers agreed to design the set and Deb Fish said 

she'd do the costumes. I asked these two not only because I knew they were 

competent in their respective technical areas, but also both are very script

oriented people. By this, I mean that no matter which aspect of theatre they 

are involved in, they are concerned that the work reflects the style of the 

show. 

I also asked LeaAnne Robson to do hairstyles. LeaAnne, who has been 

involved with theatre for a long time, trained to be a professional hair

dresser and wants to specialize in theatre hairstyling. 

La ter in the quarter, I talked to Greg Weber about designing the 

lights. Greg had. not had the lighting design class yet, but I knew Greg 

was very competent in all the areas of theatre production he had tried. 

By the end of the year, I had four designers whose work I admired 

and who were good friends with whom I knew I could work well. 

When school started again I met with them, and. Ray suggested we get 

J .A.D. Porter to be in charge of set construction, since Ray had an off

campus job and. wouldn't have time. This was fine with me because J .A.D. 

had a lot of set experience and was the technical director of Studio Theatre. 

J .A.D. helped Ray think of ideas for the set design and brought in pictures 

of other Suddenly Last Summer sets. J .A.D. got Bob Hickman to be master 

carpenter, and. Bob and J .A.D. built most of the set. 

Mike Swinford agreed to be in charge of props and set dressing. Mike 

had been doing these jobs since we went to high school together, and I knew 

he was good at finding props and decorations that would reflect the script. 

In the end, his decoration of Ray Chambers' set was beautiful. 

Mark Snyder agreed to do makeup. Mark did a wonderful job in our 

makeup class, and I knew he, too, would try to enhance the characters instead 
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of just maJdng up "an old lady," for example. 

I asked Becky McIntyre to be the house manager, because I knew she 

was competent with tickets and ushers, and because the house manager is the 

first person the audience sees when they come to a production. I knew when 

Becky gets behind a show, she's a great "cheerleader" for it. And her 

beautiful, jungle-like lobby display was very appropriate for the show. 

Ray Chambers helped her with the design. 

Tim Casto said he would be glad to be the sound designer. Tim had 

never done sound before, but I knew he could learn quickly and he had directed 

a Tennessee Williams show (Small Craft Warnings), so I knew he would be an 

asset. Like Ray, Tim' also worked at nights, so he arranged for Scott Lane 

to run the sound during the show. 

Of the major designers, the only one I had problems with was Dan 

Abel, who designed the posters and program covers. Dan was a friend from 

high school and not a bad artist. I had discussed poster' ideas with him, and 

we agreed on a design - block letters on a tom notebook at the top and a 

man by a seascape at the bottom (representing Sel::astian). He showed me a rough 

sketch and it looked great. However, when his dea.d.l1ne came, the poster was 

the same at the top, but the bottom had strange block images, which weren't 

at all what I wanted. But he redrew it and I put on nicer lettering. I was 

pleased with the final posters. 

Up to the time of auditions, I still had no assistant director. Some

one had. offered, but it was not someone with whom I could work well. I thought 

he would be more inclined to direct from his perspective, which would, have 

been too different from mine. I feel there has to be one director with one 

vision, and he needs to surround himself with people who can complement his 

work, not work against it. 



I had auditions Dec. 12 in Room 222 of the Engllsh Building. I put 

up posters weeks earlier and ran off character descriptions and suggested 

audition scenes. I also made audition forms asking vital statistics, 

theatre experience, class schedules, and for which partes) they were 

audi tioning. 
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A t the auditions, my girlfriend Kay Bacon assisted me with the paper

work, and Judy was there for input on casting. We had 21 people audition 

the first night, which was very good since several of the plays recently 

audi tioned did not have enough people at auditions to f111 all the parts. 

Nine actresses read for Catherine. Several gave good readings, but 

by far the best reading was by Ma.r1a.n Hank. When I first chose the play, I 

never thought of Marian as Catherine because she had been playing older women 

in recent productions. Earlier in the year, however, she had been wonderful 

as the young girl, J111, in .El::!.uus. Her Suddenly Last Summer audition was 

filled with loneliness and honesty. 

There were four actors tha. t specifically read for Dr. Cukrowicz. 

Two were not what I wanted, and. the two best were Chris Carl and Todd 

Sandman. Neither really had. the maturity I wanted for the role, but Chris' 

audi tion seemed to have more depth, and I was familiar with his work. Every 

play on Chris t resume was a musical, but he seemed sincere in his desire to 

try a "stra1ght" play. Both Chris and Todd looked like Dr. Cukrowicz, but I 

chose Chris. 

Of those reading for George, I thought the obvious choice was Rob Loy, 

whom I didn't know, but whose reading I liked. Similarly, of those reading 

for Sister Felicity, Rhonda Tinch had the best grasp of the role, so I 

cast her. 

Finding a Violet Venable was not easy, and I wasn't able to do it on 

the first night of auditions. There were many interesting readings, but none 

could fill the largeness of the role. The closest was Pam Scheeringa., another 
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newcomer to Ball State Theatre. Her stage presence and. movement was not 

queenly enough for Violet, but her audi tim was good and. her voice was 

interesting. I kept her in mind. when I decided to have a call-backs night. 

I wasn' t sure of a Mrs. Holly either. I narrowed. it down to Aleta 

Brown and. Lisa Collins, but I wanted. another night to decide. Plus, there 
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was a chance that Deb Fish might try out and. I knew she would be really good, 

so I put Mrs. Holly on hold, too. 

After the auditions, Judy gave me the names of local women with theatre 

experience who could play Violet. However, none were available to audition. 

The most promising was Rachel Adams, a teacher in the English department. I'd 

seen her perfo:rm a poem by Anne Sexton, and. I was impressed with her dJ:y, 

Eileen Brennan delivery. But she called. me back Tuesday afternoon saying 

she didn't think she had the time. 

I also knew that Judy would be good in the role, but I didn't ask her 

because I wanted her more as an adviser. After the phone calls, Judy, Kay and. 

I joined. my set designer (Ray Chambers), my costume designer (Deb Fish), and. 

the newly-selected Catherine (Marian Hank) at Jerry's Restaurant to discuss 

the auditions. 

The next morning, Tuesday, Dec. 13, I put up a partial cast list: 

Marian Hank as Catherine, Chris Carl as Dr. Cukrowicz, Rob Loy as George, 

Rhonda Tinch as Sister Felicity, and. Pam Scheer1nga as Miss Foxhill. I still 

did not have a Violet Venable or a Mrs. Holly. 

I knew from Deb Fish's previous work that she would have been won

derful as Mrs. Holly, but as costume designer, Deb thought she would be 

spreading herself too thin. Tuesday night, when we had callbacks, she 

followed. her instincts and didn't show up. Several of the actresses from the 

night before showed up. Aleta gave the best audition, and. I could picture her 

in the role, so I chose her. 



Judy and I had talked in the summer about potential actors and she 

said. there was one actress in the department who could play Violet Venable, 

and tha. t actress was Sherry' Cooksey. I had considered Sherry', but not as a 

frontrunner. I had worked with Sherry- on shows before, but she did more 

behind-the-scenes work than acting. But she'd been having a great year-
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in the fall, she was Miss Preen, the funny nurse in The ~ Who Came to Dinner, 

and at the t1llle of auditions she had. benn rehearsing The Diary of ~ Frank 

as Mrs. Van Daan. Sherry' had. told me that although she'd love to do Violet 

Venable, she didn't have the time. On Tuesday night, I went early to her 

Anne Frank rehearsal and told her that not only did I have a lack of good. 

Violets, but also that I thought she would be perfect. She re-considered and 

asked. Anne Frank director Dr. Donald Heady if she could be late to rehearsal. 

He agreed, and she came to EN 222 with me. 

The five already-cast actors came to read with the approximately 1.5 

women who came to call-racks. The only two new actresses were Sherry' and 

someone I did not recognize, but whom I felt I knew once I realized. who 

she wa§. She was Beth O'Connor, the younger sister of Joyce, who would have 

been a great Violet, but who graduated. There were some good. readings for 

Violet and I had two in mind-Sherry- and Beth. I had a conference with Judy 

and we agreed that Sherry' should do the part. But what about Beth, who read. 

well in both parts? Judy came up with the perfect solution--I should ask Beth 

to be assistant director and she could understudy the women. I asked Beth and 

she agreed cheerfully. I told the auditioning actors the results and I went 

home that night confident and relieved that I fina.lly had a cast. The next 

day, I put up a complete cast list, and was prepared to rehearse. 

Beth O'Connor turned out to be a wonderful assistant director and stage 

manager. She has a great personality and the whole cast and I loved her. She 
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was always willing to prompt or go up and substitute for an absent actor. 

She had a lot of really good ideas about movement and motivation, and. I 

never felt like she was trying to take over. Whenever we disagreed we always 

discussed things and. became a strong team. During the run of the show, she 
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sat in the light dock to give cues to Kelly DeVine on the light board, Lisa 

Murphy in the spotlight perch, and. Scott Lane with the tape recorder. She was 

never in a down mood, was always very "into" the show, and even substituted 

for me one rehearsal when I was out of town at the Indiana Theatre Association 

competi tlon. I was lucky to have her. 

I had seven hard-working, conscientious actors, some more experienced 

than others, but overall a good group. 

I !mew Ma.ria.n Hank would be a good Catherine from the start, and. working 

with Ma.:ria.n was a pleasure. My first worry was that Marian might feel 

unchallenged. She had done many roles and had directed a travelling show, 

and I Imew she was a perfectionist. But my worries of ego problems were 

unnecessary--she was always professional, helpful, and. friendly. Marian is 

an intense actress and it was fascinating to watch her evolve into Catherine. 

The hardest scenes were her memory ones. In one, Catherine recalls being 

alxiucted and making a scene at a masked l:all.. The other scene is the huge 

monologue at the end, which is an endurance test for any actress. 

In the former scene, we worked on how much a.ction should be used, since 

Catherine is retelling a memory to the doctor. In the end, Marian had no prob

lem with this scene, because with the continuity of the show, she naturally 

wanted to show as well as tell the story to Dr. Cukrowicz, and Marian did 

appropriate movements. 

In the cl1ma.x, Catherine unveils the haunting, horrible story of 

Se'te.stian's death "last summer," and it lasts about 1.5 or 20 minutes. There 
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is even more weaving in and out of her memory in this scene. During parts of 

the speech, Almt Violet's back porch becomes Cabeza de Lobo, the site of the 

death, for Catherine. The toughest part was finding the builds, and Marian 

and I worked a. lot on this scene, and I was pleased with the resul t--a series 

of builds in a.ction and emotion, all beautifully controlled by Marian. 

Working with Sherry Cooksey was wonderful, not only because of her 

wealth of talent, but because of her maturity and professionalism as an 

actress. While she has a fantastic sense of humor, she took Violet Venable 

very seriously. 

At every rehearsal, she wrote down all the comments I made, and she 

was versatile, always will1ng to try something new. Violet Venable is not 

an easy character for a young actress, or any actress. Besides just "age," 

Sherry worked on playing "hostess" and "queen." 

Her toughest scenes were at the beg1 nn1 ng of the play, when she had 

to play layers of emotions. Underneath, Violet is bitter about Catherine's 

involvement with Sebastian last summer, but on the surface, she is the per-

fect hostess to the doctor. Sherry played these beautifully, and any scenes 

wi th Catherine and Violet together were electric. 

Chris Carl had to change his whole acting style, because he was very 

accustomed to musical comedy' and, as far as I mew, Tennessee Williams wrote 

no musical comedy! Chris worked very halld at being comfortable in a more 

na tuml style of acting, and often got frustra. ted. But he was persistent 

and he grew a lot as an actor. I don't know if he will venture into drama 

again soon because he loves musicals and is a natuml at them, but I'm 

glad he tried it and I mow he is, too. 

Aleta Brown made her Ball State debut in Suddenly Last Summer, , 
even though she t s worked in theatre for many years. She was more reserved 

on stage in the early rehearsals, but she loosened up as she became more 
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fami11ar with Mrs. Holly, and. she helped. Rob Loy a lot, for he was more 

inexperienced than she. I think this helped. give Aleta. confidence and made 

her forget her own inhibitions. 
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Rob was the "kid" of the cast. He was not fami J tar with b:l.sic stage 

movement because he hadn't perfomed. as much as the others. But everyone helped. 

him and. he grew as an actor. Someone who only saw the play once may not have 

realized. his growth if they compared his performance to Marian's or Sherry's, 

but as a director, I was very proud of Rob's accomplishments throughout the 

play. 

Rhonda Tinch came a long way as far as confidence on the stage, 

maybe because we never let her feel like she was failing. She would do 

grea t in the scene where she chases Marian around the ta. ble at rehearsal, and 

then when she drove me home at night, she would admit that she was extremely 

nervous and was glad she did not mess up. Rhonda also has a glowing persona.l1 ty 

and she was at the center of our cast morale. 

Pam Scheeringa is prob:l.bly the only cast member that I didn't get 

to know as well as I would have liked to. The part of Miss Foxh1ll is not 

large and I didn't have as many comments for her as I did for the other actors. 

But I think it was good for her to be involved. in a Studio production, and. 

I think she has the potential to be really good in future shows. 



We had 28 rehearsals, from Jan. 2 to Feb. 14. Most of the rehearsals 

were in a classroom, LaFollette N-11. We moved into Studio Theatre Feb. 5, 

after The Diviners ended its run. 

The fi:rst rehearsal was a read-through on Thursday,. Dec. 15. Every

one except Sherry Cooksey was there. She was still rehearsing The Diary ~ 

~ F:r:ank. Beth O'Connor, the assistant director, read the part of Violet. 

(Beth was to read for missing actors many nights and I think she ended up 

playing every character at one time or another.) The read-through went well, 

and we discussed the play and the characters. The actors got along well and 

I was able to spend Christmas break content that I had a good cast. 
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I made out a rehearsal schedule which consisted mostly of Tuesday, 

Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday nights. Marian and I had Monday night classes, 

so "most Mondays were out. And I didn' t want Friday or Sa tumay rehearsals 

unless I thought we needed them. 

When we got b:l.ck from break, the main rehearsal period. began. We 

were going to be without Marian for a week because she was at the American 

Collegiate Theatre Festival, and was competing in the Irene Ryan competition, 

which is a very high honor for an actor. She and Ray Chambers had been selec

ted for the competition after judges had seen their performances in Equus. 

We were without Sherry for two weeks because of Anne Frank. Beth 

O'Connor got a. workout by playing the two toughest roles for sev,eral rehearsals. 

Beth and I talked with the five cast members present about the fact 

tha t if we built a solid b:l.se, it would be easier for Marian and Sherry to 

ease their way into their roles. 

The first two rehearsals were for blocking (who moves where). We 

stopped often so actors could record. the directions in their scripts. 

The next two nights were to smooth out the blocking, and for more discussion 
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of the play. 

When Ma.ria.n joined us, I gave her the blocking, and. the other actors 

were very helpful in letting her adjust. By the end. of the second week, lines 

for Act I were due. 

After two weeks, Sherry made our cast complete. Again, the cast helped 

in the adjustment period. By the end. of the th1nl week, Act II lines were 

due. The rest of the rehearsals in N-ll were for polishing the interpretations 

of roles and lines, and for blocking changes. 

When we moved into Studio Theatre, there were many adjustments to be 

made, including adjusting to the trla.ngula.r-shaped. stage, which was being 

blll t during this period. 

The Sunday night before we opened, Greg Weber, a few volunteers, and I 

moved lights from Ma,1nstage to Studio. The lights had been used for a pro-

duction of Grease and we needed many of them for our show. Most Studio shows 

get a Sunday as a technical rehearsal, where sound, lights, costumes, etc. 

are incorporated into the play. We couldn't have a Sunday technical rehearsal 

because of the Sunday night Grease performance. (Most Ball State plays end 

their runs on Saturday.) 

Monday and. Tuesday were technical rehearsals and. then--we opened. 

These have been general1zed capsule vers10ns of the rehearsals. 

Here are some of the highlights and lowl1ghts from the rehearsals, taken from 

my notes, some of which were taken from Judy's notes. The first few comments 

were for Marian (Catherine): 

---
The whole scene with doctor is in defense of your san! ty. Convince him. 

ItBu t a blazing hot WHITE one. II 

As you probably do when the spot 1s on you, feel tlhot blazing whi tetl 

as you say 1 t. 

I couldn't hear all of the word "devoured.. II 
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Don't be afraid to use your hands to help ft see" the "big white bone." 

Don't leave out the important eye contact when you fall into the kiss 

with the doctor. 

Look over lines in the Cabeza de Lobo story. It worked out OK cue-wise, 

but it's better to be accurate. 

"HEART condition," not "HOT condition." 

On "When we got to where my cousin Sebastian ••• ", timidly step up to 

the front point of the stage. 

Cross to nun on "Sister Felicity, can I go back ••• " and cross to the 

doctor on "OK, Lion's View." 

Before you say, "You can let go of me now," wait until the loud people 

on stage left get off. 

On "Tell me to, then I think I can," play with him more, be more sexy. 

Good kiss. 

Be more reluctant to tell the story again. 

On "To attract! Attention!" make it seem like you were going to say 

something other than "attention," maybe "boys." 

voice. 

"Heart condition" line was good, but put Sebastian in more pain. 

"Better," not "bedder." 

Don't make a funny face after "devoured." 

The next few directions were for Sherry (Violet): 

Play more with "Vanity? No, you couldn't call it that ... 

Str1k1ng George worked fine, whether or not all the lines were in. 

Don't swallow the ends of sentences. You've done beautifully with the 

Pause mischievously on "But we did." 

Time it so you're behind. the doctor on "swooped." 

More volume. Great queen tonight. 



--
Before "chaste" lines, be letting him in on a little secret. "Before 

you hear what you're going to hear ••• If 

"Always detested these people" was too low and swallowed. 

The pause is a little too long before "Sebastian guessed that 100 

percent ••• " 

Think projection. 

Use cane to point on "these are not ra:y rela ti ves. " 

React, but don't move big, during Catherine's speech at the end. You 

get focus. 
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Build the speech about Catherine's debut. Don't let it get predictable. 

These comments were for Chris (Dr. Cukrowicz): 

More surprise on "U se her? Did you say use her?" 

On lines like "What did you do then?" and "Ran where?," you need to 

help build intensity. 

Nice cut-off on "What's tba. t got to do with ••• " 

When Violet says, "We saw something Melville hadn't seen" not only 

uncross legs, but sit on edge of chair. 

Be amazed that she stayed with her son. 

Be more annoyed, and then in control, when she clips plants during 

your speech. 

You must end up in the chair for the hypnotism scene. It's OK to take 

time to move a chair in cha:racter. 

"Where do YOU think it started?" 

Be more clinical and less sexy on "What were your feelings for Sebas

tian?" and "In what way did you love him?" 

Do more than hand-on-chin position. 

Good kiss. 
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"All right" should encou:rage her to go on with the vision. 

When you repeat Catherine's lines to encourage her to go on with the 

story, let your voice go up at the ends of the sentences. 

Don't pull chair so far downstage that half the audience can't see you. 

These were for Aleta. (Mrs. Holly): 

Good build to when you interrupt Catherine and Violet. 

Wear a fake smile on your entrance. 

When Violet talks about Catherine and a married man, audience will 

look to you for reaction. 

Your hat will blend. in with the ga.zden. ha ha. 

These notes were for Rob (George): 

Pronounce it "Cabeza DEE Lobo." 

When you turn to say "Jesus," motivate your mood change. It looked. 

like a cue. 

We might cut the tennis racket, only because it looks funny. 

Be sweeter on "The money is all tied. up." 

Don't hit the lemonade with the tennis racket. 

When you interrupt, don't pause and look at Mama. 

Better laugh, but cut it off when Violet glares at you. 

Don't push your laugh. 

Nice "do I have to?" look to Mama. 

Before you ask for the chocolate malt, think, then ask. 

These were for Rhonda (Sister Felicity): 

With the nun's habit, make a point to face the audience, because you're 

easily blocked. 

Clap hard for the cigarette. 

Smooth out your garment when you sit. 
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For the cigarette burn, we're going to try vasoline with powder over 

it. Curve your hand. upstage, put hand out and. immediately cry out when she 

burns you. 

Nice concern for Catherine. 

When you walk, think "graceful," not "slow. If 

These were for Pam (Miss Foxhill): 

When you go to get the doctor, don't move Edith Bunkerish. 

Don't be right there when Violet calls you. 

These comments were for all the actors: 

Don't ask for lines anymore. Swim--don' t sink. 

From now on, already be there for entrances. 

We'll have ha.irstyles Tuesday. Ca.therine and Violet, be there early. 

Does anyone have a blender? 

Be more uncomfortable when Catherine says, "She'd had a (stroke)." 

Be more conscious of audience on three sides (you don't have to 

continually stare at the character you're addressing). 

After George is hit and. you're offstage, be as sUent as possible. 
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If I had to pick one favorite rehearsal, it would be one that included 

a lot of improvisations. The whole idea of using improvisations that night 

was spontaneous. I thought it would help Chris if he thought and acted out 

what might have happened before he came to Violet's house that day. So he did 

an improvisation with Beth acting as his fiancee who doesn't like his line 

of work. I t went great and it gave Chris a broader background on which to 

draw for his motivation at the beginning of the play. It went so well that 

during the break, Beth and I dreamed up more improvisations for everyone that 

lasted the rest of the rehearsal period. 

We did more If earlier that day" ones. Marian and Rhonda did one set at 
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St. Mary's and. Catherine was apprehensive about making the trip while the nun 

tried to ca.lm. her and help her with her sweater. Rob and. Aleta did one where 

George was driving to Aunt Violet's house and Mrs. Holly was drilling him on 

what he should say. Sherry and. Pam did one where Violet was seated bef'ore 

her vanity mirror, nervous about the interview, and Miss Foxh1ll tried to ease 

Violet's tension. 

All three of these improvisations went very well. For example, it was 

the first time Rob was really relaxed with his role and. the lines came to him 

very easily because he drew on what George said later in the play. It did a 

lot for all the character rela tiOllships involved. 

The next improvisation was certa.mly the most tense. It was Sebastian's 

closed-casket funeral, and it included Mrs. Holly, George, Miss Foxh1ll, and. 

Violet. We taJked about it, and decided that Catherine probably wouldn't 

have been allowed to attend. When I gave the signal, Mrs. Holly and George 

nervously filed past the casket. With sobs and shifting eyes, Aleta made it 

clear that Mrs. Holly had no particular attatchment to Sebastian and she didn't 

like being there. Then, Miss Foxhill offered to help Violet, but Viole:t 

needed no help. She waited several moments after the Hollys left and just 

sat motionless, staring blankly at the casket out front. When she was ready, 

she put her cane in front and rose with powerful restraint. Again, Miss 

Foxh1l1 offered an arm, but Violet slowly moved toward the casket. When 

she got there, she looked at it with absolute concentration that substituted 

any crying or shakiness she ndght feel at anyone else's funeral. After she 

was done, she adjusted her shawl, gave the casket one last hard look, then 

slowly turned her head toward the door. Without looking back, she strode out 

like a graceful battleship. Sherry Cooksey was devastating, and it was a 

great performance that no audience would ever see. 



The last improvisation was a more fun one. It took place on the same 

porch ten years earlier on Sebastian t s birthday, and Chris played Seba.stian. 

Seba.stian and Violet were preparing to go to a large birthday party with 
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adult friends when Mrs. Holly brought her two young children, Catherine and 

George, over for a surprise party. This of course made Violet angry, but Seba.s

tian handled it well, inviting the Hollys to accompany them to the hotel party. 

There were wonderful moments with Miss Foxhill keeping George out of the 

venus fly trap and Catherine adoring her elegant cousin, Seba.stian. 

The strangest rehearsal for me was the one where Judy changed a lot 

of the blocking because either it was static or not appropriate for three

quarters staging. At the time I felt like the cast must think I was a total 

failure. I didn t t have to let her change any blocking, but I mew she mew 

the show well and had a lot more experience staging in a lot of different styles. 

We discussed the show a lot before and after, and I was lucky to have her as 

an adviser. 
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PRODUCTION DECISIONS 

I wanted. the stage to be tr1a.ngu.la.r-shaped for many reasons. I wanted. 

the front to come to a point so Catherine could be in the center of the 

theatre for much of her monologue at the end. For this, we shifted. the 

overall lighting to dimmer and a spotlight slowly came up on Catherine, even

tually intensifying to a burning white on her. This was to simulate Cabeza. 

de Lobo, and I was really pleased with the final result. 

I also wanted. the audience three-qua.rters, surrounding Catherine, 

so they would be seated jury-style. With my interpretation, the audience 

should feel like they are a jury and Catherine's sa.ni ty is on trial. They are 

given evidence all through the play. At the beginning, they may think that 

Violet is reliable, but by the end, they should be on Catherine's side. 

I put in an intermission for a couple of reasons. For one, modem 

audiences are accustomed to one, and they might get restless without one, 

especially with a "dialogue" play like Suddenly ~ Summer. Plus, I think 

the audience needs some relief from the intensity, as do the actors. Sherry 

and r.fa.rian especially got very thirsty during the show and needed a rest. 

Ray's set was full of sUggestion, and the most obvious set piece was 

a big window surrounded by a few bricks. There were also flower boxes around 

the edge' of the stage in the same brick style as the wall. The floor was 

in a gorgeous tortoise-shell design. Ray first painted. large swirls of red, 

yellow and orange paint on the floor, then stained that with a tar mixture. 

The set was filled with surrealistic, jungle colors that went along with the 

style of the play. 

We used the same approach with the lights. Small lights with bright 

red, blue, yellow and green gels were placed in the flower boxes. The genezal 

acting area was brightly lit for a summer feeling, and Greg Weber did a great 
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job of aiming the lights so they lit just the t:ria.ngular-shaped stage and not 

the audience. Also, the cross-fade from the acting area lights to the white 

hot spotlight worked very nicely. 

Originally, I had planned on using slides to represent Catherine's 

memory. I would have had slides of drawings of Cabeza de Lobo, and photo

traphs of Catherine and. Sebastian "last summer." I would have done them in 

hazy black and white and projected them on a screen in back. Chris would 

have been Se"tastian because I think the doctor reminds them of Sebastian. 

But Judy pointed out that the audience might get confused and think that the 

doctor is Sebastian, and that we might not be giving the audience's imagi

nations enough credit if we had to supply pictures for Catherine's suggestions. 

Also, although Ray was willing to incorporate the screen into his set design, 

it didn't really fit in. So we scrapped the slides. 

The costumes worked really nicely as did the hairstyles. Catherine 

was dressed in a dark outfit with a pretty dress which is supposed to have 

come from Schiaparelli' s. George's costume worked well because his inherited. 

clothes from Sebastian were too large for him. Mrs. Holly's hat was just as 

frilly and. silly and. gaudy as she was. 

Mike Swinford did a great job of decorating the set in a New Orleans/ 

jungle style. We borrowed. a wicker table, chairs, and a couch, a wooden bench 

and gorgeous fake plants from Pier 1 Imports. He mixed. the fake plants with 

several real ones borrowed. from florists and friends. Every night, he arranged 

them and. really made the porch look stunning. 

Mark Snyder's make-up showed. a lot of knowlEidge of make-up effects, 

but the make-up on Violet and. Mrs. Holly was really too heavy for the intimate 

Studio Theatre. If I had one thing to do differently on the production, it 

would probably be to make the make-up lighter and more suggestive. 
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PRODUCTION AND POST-PRODUCTION 

I was pleased with all four nights of production. There was no best 

night, but I do remember that one night, Marian's huge monolugue at the end 

was absolutely Qrilliant. 
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The reviews were mixed. The Muncie Star reviewer loved. us. The Muncie 

Evening Press reviewer loved us. The Ball State Daily ~ reviewer hated us. 

The reviewers from the Muncie papers showed evidence of some research 

and knowledge of theatre in their reviews. Their headlines were almost the 

same: "Suddenly Last Summer' Dominated by Actresses" and "Women Dominate 

Will iams' 'Suddenly Last Summer' ... 

Both reviews praised. Sherry's and Marian's performances. The Star 

reviewer said, "Marian Hank takes the Taylor role and does more with it than 

Taylor did, crafting a portrait rather than a characterization ••• Hank's view 

of Catherine Holly is eerie and painted ... The Evening Press reviewer started 

her review with "Sherry Cooksey has mastered the role of Violet Venable in 

Tennessee Williams' 'Suddenly Last Summer' ••• Her performance rates at the 

top of this season's university productions. She is superb." 

They differed on the supporting actors, but they both loved Ray's 

set and Mike's props and set dressing. 

Of my direction, the Star review said, "And Doug Long's direction 

allows matters to fall into place; he does not rush them headlong to the 

conclusion, one that is startling and well worth the wait." 

The Evening Press reviewer thought the play ended too abruptly and 

said, "some directing revision is needed .... 

But as a director, everything reflected on me, and I was glad to 

receive most of the criticisms, good and bad, because I thought they were fair 

and well supported.. 
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I give no credibility to the review in the Daily News. The reviewer 

had admitted to me months earlier, before either of us knew he would review 

the show, that he knew nothing of theatre and in fact didn' t like theatre. 
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He hated the production and wrote a review based on no background or insight. 

On the Monday following the production' s run, the theatre faculty and 

students assembled in the theatre lobby to critique the show. The critique 

was very interesting. Everyone liked the production and any negative 

comments were suggestions on how the production could have been even better. 

I had many people, theatre majors and non-theatre majors, tell me how much 

they liked and/or admired the production and I think it was one of the more 

intellectually stimulating productions in Studio Theatre during my time here. 

The theatre department presented. their own version of the Academy 

Awards, and in the awards, I was nominated for best director, Sherry and 

Marian were nominated for best actress, and Ray Chambers, Deb Fish, Greg 

Weber, and Mike Swinford were nominated in their respective technical cate

gories. I was very proud of all these nominations, voted on by theatre students 

and faculty. We were the only play to be nominated in all four technical 

ca tegories, but it didn't surprise me because I intentionally surrounded my

self with the best people. 

On closing night during intermission, the cast gathered in the Green 

Room and Rhonda, Pam, Aleta, Rob, and Chris stood guarding the women' s 

dressing room door from Beth and myself. Then, Marian and Sherry came out 

wi. th their hands behind their backs. They then presented us wi. th cards signed 

by the cast and plants as tokens of their appreciation. Mine is a dwarfed 

hibiscus, a jungle flower that blooms in bright orange-red blossoms, remi

niscent of the colors of our set. Every time it blooms, I think of all of 

them and the wonderful experience I had with Suddenly ~ Summer. 
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The cast of Suddenly Last Summer: Rhonda Tinch, Marian Hank, Chris Carl, Pam Scheeringa, Sherry 

Cooksey, Aleta Brown, Rob Loy. 
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Dr. Cukrowicz (Chris Carl) asks why Violet (Sherry Cooksey) wants her 

neice to be given il lobotomy. 

Catherine (Marian Hank) accidentally puts her cigarette out in the hand of 

Sister Felicity (Rhonda Tinch). 
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Mrs. Holly (Aleta Brown) tells Catherine (Marian Hank) not to tell "that 

same fantastic story" while George (Rob Loy) looks on. 

Dr. Cukrowicz (Chris Carl) asks Catherine (Marian Hank) to tell the whole 

story. Catherine is accompanied by Sister Felicity (Rhonda Tinch). 
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Catherine (Marian Hank) wants affection from her "last hope" - Dr. 

Cukrowicz (Chris Carl). 

Tension fills the air as Catherine (Marian Hank) and Violet (Sherry 

Cooksey) confront one another. 
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Catherine (Marian Hank) recalls the horror of last 

summer. 

Catherine (Marian Hank) teJ/s the story of Sebastian as the doctor (Chris Carl) keeps Violet (Sherry Cooksey) 

from striking her with a cane. 



DIRECTOR'S NOTE 

Sebastian Venable does not appear in "Suddenly 
Last Summer," and yet he is at its core. The audience 
has a responsibility while watching the play of creating 
Sebastian. The audience is given bits and pieces of his 
life from the characters, specifically his cousin 
Catherine and his mother Mrs. Venable. During the 
course of the play, the audience will discover how 
Sebastian died .•• and why. 
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In placid hours well-pleased we dream 
of many a brave unbodied scheme. 
But form to lend, pulsed life create 
What unlike things must meet and mate: 
A flame to melt--a wind to freeze; 
Sad patience--joyous energies; 
HumiIity--yet pride and scorn; 
Instinct and study; love and hate; 
Audacity--reverence. These must mate. 
And fuse with Jacob's mystic heart, 
To wrestle with the angel--Art. 
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